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Whereas, 

As the world shifts its focus from containment to a cure, it has become urgent to face up to the                    
dangers of our reliance on pharmaceutical and biotech industries built to serve Wall Street and               
shareholder value over human needs and public health. The case for removing patent-barriers and              
expanding government control over drug research and development was already strong and gaining             
traction before the Covid-19 pandemic.[1] The events of recent months have further exposed the faults               
of the current model and bolstered the case for alternatives. Rohit Malpani, the former policy director                
for the Médecins Sans Frontières Access Campaign who has advised Oxfam, recently underscored this              
reality, stating, “Under the patent-model that drives the behavior and priorities of the drug industry,               
companies have no reason to focus resources on a potential pandemic-level virus like Ebola and               
coronavirus, because the chances of it being used within the term of a patent is too low. It’s never been                    
clearer that something has to change.”[2] 

The current consensus by scientists and public health experts is that the only way to end the                 
coronavirus' devastating effects on America's citizens and its economy is to develop, produce at scale               
and widely distribute an effective vaccine against COVID-19 as quickly as possible. There are, of course,                
myriad scientific challenges inherent to that imperative, among them the virus' potential mutability, our              
lack of knowledge about whether antibodies provide protection against reinfection (and, if so, for how               
long), and the time it takes to discover an effective vaccine, test it, receive regulatory approval and                 
begin commercial production. But there is one more problem we have rarely had to consider: By                
pharmaceutical companies’ own estimates, no company has anywhere near the production capacity            
needed to meet the demand, once those effective vaccines have been found.  

The number of vaccine producers has been dwindling for years, because vaccines do not offer               
the kinds of profits that pharmaceutical companies think they deserve. And, despite their very public               
proclamations of support for vaccine research at moments like these, companies often pull out of such                
efforts before a fully viable product can be produced because of a lack of market incentives. For                 
instance, a number of companies reported losing money on Ebola or SARS vaccine development              
programs. In recent years, GSK made, then later abandoned, its commitments to Ebola vaccine              
development; Sanofi did much the same with Zika; and Novartis got rid of its whole vaccine                
development unit in 2014. 

There is, then, but one viable solution: We should nationalize what remains of the American               
vaccine industry now, thereby assuring that any coronavirus vaccines produced can be made as widely               
available and as inexpensive soon as possible.[3]  

We should not stop with vaccines, however. We need equitable and affordable access to              
essential medicines (across therapeutic classes) for all; i.e. this means we need a public option in                
pharmaceuticals. Too many Americans are suffering and dying prematurely because we have ceded             
control over a key part of our infrastructure for public health—the pharmaceutical industry—to             
unaccountable corporations, for whom the pursuit of profit trumps the needs of patients and              
communities. Instead of continuing to push the boulder of regulation up the hill in hopes that it one day                   
finally proves effective, we can displace corporate power over our health and lives by moving towards a                 
democratic, publicly-owned pharmaceutical sector, designed to respond to public health needs and            
deliver better health outcomes at lower costs. 

Democratic, public ownership of pharmaceutical development, production, and distribution in          
the U.S. is necessary to combat the increasingly harmful impacts of Big Pharma which decades of                



regulation have failed to counteract. Developing a public pharmaceutical sector presents a systemic             
approach to these issues, superseding the need for piecemeal reform which could be rolled back in the                 
future--nationalizing the vaccine industry could hasten the transition to such a system while securing a               
critical resource for national security and public health in the process. Such a new public pharmaceutical                
sector would be a resilient ecosystem, with publicly-owned companies across the supply chain set up at                
local, state, regional and national levels. Moreover, public pharmaceuticals would produce improved            
outcomes for our health, economy and democracy even in the absence of other interventions such as                
patent reform, anti-trust action, or changes to our health insurance system. 

Public control of pharmaceutical manufacturing, wholesale distribution and retail pharmacies          
could serve as the basis for large-scale upstream investments in public health through the development               
of associated educational opportunities and job pipelines—part of an inclusive industrial strategy for             
economic development and stabilization, with profit now captured by corporations reinvested to meet             
public needs. Existing public resources like the Veterans Health Administration and the US Postal Service               
could be leveraged to help deliver medications, and public, unitary pricing on medications and their               
distribution would create transparency in the pharmaceutical supply chain that could inform further             
policy efforts. 

Public ownership in pharmaceutical R&D would ensure that more intellectual property related            
to drug development would be held by public institutions and utilized in the public interest. Right now, a                  
small number of newer medications are responsible for the majority of pharmaceutical spending by              
public programs like Medicare and Medicaid. Ensuring that new drug development is done in the public                
interest assures that not only do we get the medications that we need for the most pressing public                  
health concerns (rather than the most profitable health issues), but also that those medications come at                
an accessible price.[4]  Therefore, be it  
 
Therefore, be it resolved, that the Convention calls on the Virginia Delegation to United States               
Congress: US Senators Tim Kaine and Mark Warner, along with US Representatives Don Beyer, Gerry               
Connolly, Elaine Luria, Donald MacEachin, Bobby Scott, Abigail Spanberger, and Jennifer Wexton to             
pursue the following in Congress: 
 

1. pass a resolution affirming that once a safe and effective the COVID-19 vaccine is available, it                
must be treated as a global public good, made available universally through open licensing of               
any related intellectual property and full data transparency;  

2. enact legislation to nationalize the vaccine industry in the interest of national security and public               
health, assuring sufficient capacity for production and distribution of a coronavirus vaccine and             
other high priority vaccines [5];  

3. enact legislation that establishes a full cycle pharmaceutical R&D institute at the NIH based on               
the Medicine for All proposal of The Next System Project [6];  

4. cosponsor and pass the Affordable Drug Manufacturing Act introduced by Senator Warren and             
Representative Schakowsky on public manufacturing of medicines, medical technologies, and          
PPE[7]; and 

5. express support for WHO COVID-19 technologies patent pool and urge US to sign-on[8]. 
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